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From the domestication of the bird nearly ten thousand years ago to its current status as our go-
to meat, the history of this seemingly commonplace bird is anything but ordinary.How did
chicken achieve the culinary ubiquity it enjoys today? It’s hard to imagine, but there was a point
in history, not terribly long ago, that individual people each consumed less than ten pounds of
chicken per year. Today, those numbers are strikingly different: we consumer nearly twenty-five
times as much chicken as our great-grandparents did.Collectively, Americans devour 73.1
million pounds of chicken in a day, close to 8.6 billion birds per year. How did chicken rise from
near-invisibility to being in seemingly "every pot," as per Herbert Hoover's famous promise?
Emelyn Rude explores this fascinating phenomenon in Tastes Like Chicken. With meticulous
research, Rude details the ascendancy of chicken from its humble origins to its centrality on
grocery store shelves and in restaurants and kitchens. Along the way, she reveals startling key
points in its history, such as the moment it was first stuffed and roasted by the Romans, how the
ancients’ obsession with cockfighting helped the animal reach Western Europe, and how slavery
contributed to the ubiquity of fried chicken today.In the spirit of Mark Kurlansky’s Cod and Bee
Wilson's Consider the Fork, Tastes Like Chicken is a fascinating, clever, and surprising
discourse on one of America’s favorite foods.

"Rude lays out the fascinating history of how a once-maligned bird became a staple of the
American dinner plate. Rude has a great eye for the strange moments along the way. A fine
window into how our ancestors cooked, ate, and thought." ― Boston Globe"In a breezy narrative
brimming with retro recipes, culinary historian Rude focuses on the history of US chicken
consumption, currently 8.6 billion birds a year. From New York immigrants' foul ‘ornithological
parks’ of the 1880s and 1890s to the rise in global demand—which can push production at the
expense of animal welfare—Rude reveals chicken as a troublesome taste." ― Nature"The
irrepressible yardbird struts through Tastes Like Chicken as Emelyn Rude engagingly explains
how this descendant of dinosaurs became the default American dinner." -- Joyce E. Chaplin,
Harvard University, author of Round About the Earth"A fun and smart read. As one of the most
popular ingredients in the world, I found it fascinating to explore the history of how we eat and
cook this bird has evolved over the centuries. Emelyn Rude is a brilliant writer and by far the
most whimsical chicken historian I have ever met." -- Einat Admony, chef and owner for the
Balaboosta and Bar Bolonat, author of the Balaboosta cookbook"Until now, I've never read such
a comprehensive look at one of my favorite foods and a protein that is so integral to any kitchen.
Emelyn does a fantastic job of explaining why chicken is such an important part of our country's
culinary fabric." -- Marcus Samuelsson, James Beard Award-winning chef, author of Yes, Chef"A
food historian with a feature writer's flair illuminates the culinary history of the now-ubiquitous



chicken.Though the chicken would seem to be a subject that everybody knows about, Rude
makes the humble bird's story fresh and interesting on nearly every page. Rude finds the bird as
fascinating as she makes it for readers." ― Kirkus Reviews (starred review)"Rude keeps it
interesting with light writing and scandalous chicken tales. She also provides recipes, making
this an easy cookbook to pack for a light historical read." ― HeraldNet"Readers of food histories
such as Mark -Kurlansky’s Cod will appreciate this engaging, well-researched, and thorough
history of America’s changing food preferences." ― Library Journal --This text refers to the
paperback edition.About the AuthorEmelyn Rude has been a food writer for TIME and Vice and
media manager for some of New York City's most acclaimed chefs and restaurateurs. She is a
contributor to National Geographic's "The Plate" and is a National Geographic Young Explorer.
This is her first book.
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Fowl IntroductionOnce, in my student days, a very serious scholar with a very serious mustache
at a very serious university looked up at me sternly from a pile of worn treatises on the nature of
human progress and mused, “a chicken is an incredible piece of technology.”Even as just a bird,
a chicken is an incredible thing. With a population of more than 50 billion, the chicken is the most
abundant feathered species on the planet. It thrives on all six major continents, from Iceland to
Patagonia, in deserts and forests, on mountain peaks, and in the midst of cities. Thanks to the
Chinese, some chickens have even been to space. As the bird can be quarrelsome at times,
archeologists believe that the chicken was first domesticated for cockfighting and that the fowl is
also a proud descendant of the sharp-toothed and short-armed Tyrannosaurus rex. When
chickens sleep they sometimes dream, and in their home flocks, the birds can recognize each
other’s faces. Most incredible of all, a chicken also makes a great chicken dinner.The methods
humans have devised to prepare and enjoy this fowl are almost as abundant as the bird itself.
Hungarians like to braise it into paprikash, the Senegalese stew it with peanuts and serve it over
rice, Mexicans coat it with fiery mole verde and like to have a good laugh when foreigners can’t
handle the heat. All across the globe chicken is skewered and roasted and steamed and jerked,
pounded paper thin and coated with breadcrumbs or chopped into little bits and fried up with
potatoes. There’s no other ingredient quite like it—a food so universal that when you say
something “tastes like chicken,” almost everyone on the planet will have some idea of what you
are talking about.As a result, most people across the globe would be excited to chow down on
the aforementioned fowl-filled menu, but I am unfortunately not one of those people. I am
undoubtedly committing the cardinal sin of food writing by telling you this up front, but I am a
chicken historian who does not actually like eating chicken. In fact, I’ve never liked eating
chicken (or eating much other meat for that matter). From the time I was very young, there was
always something about the texture of flesh, and the idea of the animals behind it that I just
couldn’t stomach. As a result, some of my earliest memories involve sobbing mournfully at the
dinner table while my mother patiently held forth a chicken skewer or a fish stick or a beef taco
she expected seven-year-old me to eat. (Spoiler: I never ate them.)While I no longer cry (that
often) while dining and am gradually becoming a more flexible eater following almost two
decades of vegetarianism, I still rarely eat chicken. Even after working for some very talented
chefs in New York City, and expanding my tastes to include olives of all kinds, thinly sliced hams,



and briny oysters on the half shell, in my personal hierarchy of delicious things, the bird is still
toward the very bottom.In this preference, I am clearly very alone. Walk into almost any kitchen
or restaurant in the United States and you will encounter a seemingly endless stream of grilled
chicken breast and fried chicken and chicken enchiladas and chicken Caesar salad and chicken
teriyaki and spicy chicken wings. When one quantifies this incredible fowl cornucopia, my
particular eating habits seem even more unusual. Although the world knows my fellow
Americans as passionate beef eaters, the citizens of the United States are actually the world’s
biggest and most prolific eaters of chicken.Even with people like me skewing the data, in 2015,
the average citizen of the United States still consumed over ninety pounds of chicken, which
translates to roughly twenty-three birds per person.1 (For comparison, that same average
American ate just over fifty pounds of beef and just under fifty pounds of pork.2) Taken as a
whole, Americans are eating roughly 5.9 million pounds of chicken every hour of every day. This
adds up to over 160 million servings of the bird gobbled up in just twenty-four hours3 and over
8.6 billion chickens consumed in this country alone over the course of a year. This massive
feathered horde is greater than the number of all cows, pigs, sheep, goats, ducks, rabbits, and
turkeys eaten annually in the United States combined4 and comprises almost a full third of the
27 billion chickens eaten in any given year across the globe.While the sheer scale of America’s
chicken consumption is incredible to think about, it is even more astonishing considering the fact
that these eating habits are entirely new. Well up to the early twentieth century, the average
American ate just ten pounds of chicken each year, which meant a family was lucky to have
chicken on their plates even once a week for the fabled “Sunday Supper.” In fact, for most of
Western history, chicken was not even considered a “meat” (more on this later), and instead it
was beef that wound up at the center of American dinner plates for most of the nation’s
history.Observing this dramatic shift in the country’s eating habits, as a culinary historian, the
question I have to ask is: Why? Seriously. Why do Americans today eat so much damn chicken?
If you’re anything like my brother, my friends, or my coworkers, chicken is what’s for dinner four
or five nights per week and what’s for lunch most days in between. If you’re the man who helped
me sign up for my gym membership or the businesswoman I spoke with briefly on the subway,
you eat chicken to the point of boredom, go search for something else to eat, and then end up
eating more chicken. Never before in modern history has a food risen so quickly in national
eating favor and never before has any country consumed such prodigious amounts of poultry to
the point of almost excess.Raised by two agricultural economists, I’ve always known there’s
much more to a dish than what meets the plate. And so I began my search, through cookbook
archives and agricultural manuals and the results of poultry science experiments, to unravel the
mystery of how red-blooded Americans came to be eating such large quantities of white-meat
chicken. The results of this hunt are what you now hold in your hands.Painted in broad strokes,
this is a story of agricultural science and human health, of the economics of feeding a nation and
the politics that encircle the making and eating of a food. But on a more intimate level, this is
really just the story of dinner. As it has been roasted, baked, boiled, and fried in kitchens across



the whole of American history, the chicken’s role on the nation’s plates has been ever changing.
Each generation had their own way of raising, cooking, and enjoying the bird and, in turn, their
own understanding of what exactly “tastes like chicken.” And so, my sweet readers, without any
further ado, let us sharpen our proverbial knives, prepare our historical palates, and dive right
into this tale of making and eating a meat in America.CHAPTER ONEThe Early BirdA CHICKEN
PIEPick and clean six chickens, (without scalding) take out their inwards and wash the birds
while whole, then joint the birds, salt and pepper the pieces and inwards. Roll one inch thick
paste No. 8 and cover a deep dish, and double at the rim or edge of the dish, put thereto a layer
of chickens and a layer of thin slices of butter, till the chickens and one and a half pound butter
are expended, which cover with a thick paste; bake one and a half hour.Or if your oven be poor,
parboil the chickens with half a pound of butter, and put the pieces with the remaining one
pound of butter, and half the gravy into the paste, and while boiling, thicken the residue of the
gravy, and when the pie is drawn, open the crust, and add the gravy.(Paste No. 8: Rub in one
and half pound of suet to six pounds of flour, and a spoon full of salt, wet with cream roll in, in six
or eight times, two and half pounds of butter.)—Amelia Simmons, American Cookery, 1798The
first known American recipe calling for chicken comes from a self-proclaimed orphan named
Amelia Simmons. It’s directions for making a chicken pie, and compared to other pie recipes that
came before it, it’s quite boring. It doesn’t weigh hundreds of pounds like some Old English
versions,1 nor was it filled with “chicken peepers,” young chicks stuffed with gooseberries, as
was in vogue during the Elizabethan days,2 nor were there live frogs and birds inside ready to
escape at first cut like pies for “use at Festival Times” in Europe.3 It’s just chicken, butter, water,
flour, and beef fat, with a pinch of salt and pepper to taste.Nevertheless, the concoction was
revolutionary. “A Chicken Pie” is the first time anyone in the Thirteen Colonies decided it would
be a good idea to write down and share a chicken recipe for posterity. (Ms. Simmons’s American
Cookery [1798] is considered to be the first American cookbook.) While its techniques are
decidedly English and its stubborn simplicity distinctly colonial American, its main ingredient
originated in a different world altogether. How the chicken made its way across the globe and
into Miss Simmons’s pies is where this culinary saga begins.The chicken’s story, much like most
American stories, is an immigrant’s tale, and it begins in 1493, with Christopher Columbus’s
second voyage to the Americas.4 In the holds of Columbus’s ships, among the seasick
mutineers, guns, and clouds of smallpox was a small flock of chickens. The birds’ role on the
long journey was a simple one: to produce a constant source of fresh eggs and the occasional
bit of flesh, both welcome respites from the monotony of salted meat and ship biscuits that was
typical fare on long ocean journeys.5 As far as historians can tell, these birds were the first of
their kind to set foot in the New World.6Well before they served on European exploratory
vessels, chickens had always been providers. Since the bird’s domestication some 8,000 to
10,000 years ago in the jungles of Southeast Asia, humans have made good use of its feathers
as ornaments and bedding, its eggs and meat as food, its fighting ability as a great source of
entertainment, and in some cultures, a vein of spiritual release. The bird’s small size made it



conveniently portable as well, and as a result, as one nineteenth-century poultry enthusiast put
it, “next to the dog, the Fowl has been the most constant attendant upon Man in his migrations
and his occupation of strange lands.”7 From the primordial chicken soup where Gallus gallus,
the Red Jungle Fowl, mixed with other jungle fowls to become the Gallus gallus domesticus the
world knows and loves to eat today, the bird was carried by humans in all directions: north on
caravans into China, south and east on Malay trading ships into the Pacific, west on merchant
vessels crossing the Indian Ocean to Persia and the Middle East.8From the Middle East, the
chicken made its way to Ancient Egypt where the image of the brave fighting cock adorned the
tombs of pharaohs, and the eggs of the brooding hen, incubated in massive clay egg ovens, fed
the slaves laboring upon the Great Pyramids of Giza in the third millennium B.C. From there the
fowl wandered to ancient Greece, a culture familiar and fond enough of the bird to ponder, by the
fourth century, which came first, the chicken or the egg.9 And the Greeks in turn spread the
chicken throughout the Mediterranean, up into the European continent, and onto the British
Isles, where Ceasar first encountered the fowl, still cockfighting away, during his Gallic Wars of
the 5th century.Along the way, the chicken made a very important stop with the perpetually
clever and always hungry Romans. This great civilization had a reputation for enjoying lavish
feasts, and in addition to enjoying their dolphin meatballs and stuffed dormouse and sow’s
wombs in brine and lark’s tongue pie, the Empire had a thing for chicken. By the fifth century
Roman chefs had brought into the world the first omelets, and the concept of stuffing a bird
before roasting, while their agriculturalists had bred the bird into the heartiest and tastiest
varieties of chicken the world had yet seen.CONCHICLATUS PULLUS (STUFFED
CHICKEN)Bone chicken. From the chicken remove the breast bone and the [upper joint bones
of the] legs; hold it together by means of wooden skewers, and meanwhile prepare [the following
dressing in this manner]: Alternate [inside of the chicken] peas with the pods [washed and
cooked], brains, lucanian sausage,* etc. Now crush pepper, lovage, origany,† and ginger,
moistened with broth, raisin wine, and wine to taste, make it boil, when done, use it moderately
for seasoning and alternately with the other dressing; wrap [the chicken] in caul, place it in a
baking dish and put it in the oven to be cooked slowly, and serve.—Apicius, c. fourth or fifth
century A.D.Early Italian seafarers brought chickens on their journeys of conquest as well, but
the Romans believed the bird’s eating habits also foretold the outcomes of battles not yet fought.
In 249 B.C., the Roman General Claudius Pulcher famously attempted such augury before
fighting the armies of Carthage in the bloody Battle of Drepana. When his chickens didn’t eat, he
threw them overboard screaming, “Since they don’t want to eat, let them drink.” The general lost
the battle and was later fined by the Empire for his fowl behavior.10Many centuries removed
from the Romans, even during times of great frustration, Columbus was not known to throw his
chickens into the ocean. And although these Spanish ships did not carry enough birds to make
chicken dinner an everyday occurrence, Columbus and his men quickly realized they didn’t need
to worry much about missing out on the bird’s characteristic flavor in the New World. When the
famed explorer had his first taste of iguana in the Bahamas he mused, “the meat is white and



tastes like chicken.”11The fact that these reptiles half a world away from the birthplace of the
chicken tasted similar to the bird makes perfect sense when looked at from a biological
perspective. Munching their way through evolutionary history, researchers have determined that
the taste of most of the animals that humans eat is an inherited trait, the product of millennia of
changes to those animals’ ancestors, and not something that occurred independently in each
species. The common ancestor of all tetrapods, or four-limbed animals, which includes fish,
amphibians, reptiles, birds, and mammals, must have therefore had a similar flavor to our fowl
friend while the “beef-like” and “pork-like” flavor of most four-footed mammals occurred much
more recently in evolutionary history. What one can infer from all this science is that the
chicken’s most famous relative, the sharp-toothed and short-armed Tyrannosaurus rex, would
probably have also tasted like chicken.12It also makes perfect sense that such chicken-flavored
creatures thrived in the New World. To Columbus, tropical Hispaniola was “a miracle”13 and
even the much colder North America in the fifteenth century was, to many settlers, a place akin
to Paradise. With the continent’s moderate climate, “dainty fine rising hillocks, delicate fair large
plains, sweet crystal fountains, and clear running streams,”14 the chicken too thrived. The fowl
arrived in small numbers with the first colonists to Jamestown in 1607, and by 1609 the colony
had a “very great plenty” of chickens, as many as 500 birds.15 By 1623, the Plymouth colony to
the north already included “many hens,” which helped provide broth to feed an ailing
Wampanoag tribesman and cemented a partnership that prevented the Puritans from starving to
death.16Always an industrious creature, the bird just kept right on multiplying as the New World
grew more and more settled, alongside all the other geese, turkeys, and ducks both native to the
Americas and transplanted by European colonists. Within mere decades visitors to the Colonies
could not help but be amazed by the “prodigious plenty and variety” of poultry available in the
Americas,17 all of which were roasted and baked and enjoyed in prodigious quantities as
well.As settlements and flocks began to grow, there emerged much advice on the proper way to
raise a chicken, an art that had declined dramatically since the height of the dedicated Roman
agriculturalist.18 But most colonial Americans didn’t seem to care much for advice. Farmers
were warned that one who “carelessly permits his fowls to roost in the adjacent trees will receive
very little good from them,” but their birds roosted in adjacent trees anyway. Although specialized
breeds existed for cockfighting, the vast majority of colonial birds were instead left to their own
reproductive devices, causing the chicken to “occup[y] in the poultry yards precisely the position
of the cur dog in the kennel.”19These mangy colonial chickens quickly earned themselves the
illustrious title of “the dunghill fowl,” after their inclination to rifle through other livestock’s waste
looking for their supper. From an agricultural perspective, this practice is in fact essential to
building healthy soil, as their pecking breaks up the manure into smaller bits that are better used
as fertilizer. Aside from the delicately named “blobfish” of Australia, however, such a title is still
among the least flattering an animal has ever earned.20The only consistent care colonial
chicken owners seemed to provide their mongrel creatures was to throw out some corn or oats
now and again to ensure the birds didn’t wander too far off. Such a practice is surprising,



however, as most colonial landowners cared so little about their birds that most neglected to
even record their chickens as property in their farm inventories.21 Even the Founding Farmer
himself, Thomas Jefferson, found counting his chickens too time consuming and unimportant.
Although his stint in the White House brought with it a presidential chicken coop,22 his records
of his holdings at his farm Monticello list only his few prize birds and completely ignore the
remainder of his abundant flocks of dunghill fowls.23The one exception to the general neglect a
chicken experienced in early America was right before it was eaten. In the weeks prior to a
chicken dinner, a colonial landowner would have his chicken minder, typically a female slave if
he was rich and in the South or his wife if he was not, hunt down a choice bird and place it in a
special fattening coop. These small wooden structures guaranteed that both the chicken could
not escape its impending demise and helped to ensure the bird only ate things that would give it
the best possible flavor. Fowl last suppers in these coops often included beer, oats, gruel mixed
with sand (an element essential to chicken digestion), bread soaked in milk, and corn, a grain
that many thought produced meat that “was the sweetest of all others.”24And yet, despite the
great care it received in the fattening coop, the chicken’s place in the early American diet was
relatively minor. Sure, some visitors complained that if they ate any more chicken on their travels
through the Chesapeake they “shall be grown over with Feathers,”25 but aside from the
occasional pie or sliver of salted bird stored away for the long winter, chicken was typically eaten
in the colonial household only on rare occasions.26The reasons for this culinary neglect were
almost as abundant as the chicken itself. Part of it was straightforward farm economics, in that a
dead chicken can’t lay any more edible and renewable eggs. As a result, the only birds that were
consistently eaten by colonists were spent hens who couldn’t reliably lay eggs anymore and
excess males beyond the one or two essential to maintaining a healthy flock.If they were of a
certain breed and temperament, however, these males did have a purpose as fighters in the ring.
Just like the humans of ten millennia ago who first domesticated the bird, the colonists loved to
watch cocks fight. This was particularly true in the American South, where regular cockfighting
tournaments filled the bars and hotels in cities like Williamsburg and Charleston, drawing “many
genteel people” to commingle “with the vulgar and debased.”27The colonial fondness for this
particular hobby was inherited directly from the British motherland, whose own royal family had
been prominent “cockers” since the 1500s. And with the sport’s kingly blessing, betting properly
on a prize-winning rooster could earn a man more than enough to buy himself many weeks
worth of chicken dinners. Cockfighting even resolved some of the earliest American conflicts.28
At least one town, Stamford, Connecticut, allegedly owes its name to the outcome of a battle
between a bird named Stamford and another named Ayrshire.29 (Guess who won that fight.)The
largest factor limiting the total number of these chicken dinners in the American diet, however,
was that there was simply so much else for colonists to eat. Among the dainty hillocks and
crystal fountains of the New World was a conspicuous abundance of wild birds and beasts. Early
settlers described clams the size of their forearms and shoals of cod so thick one could scoop
them up with a bucket. The skies, wrote one transplant, were filled with flocks of birds “that to my



thinking had neither beginning nor ending” and the oceans, wrote another, had an “aboundance
of Sea-Fish . . . almost beyond beleeving.”30What all this abundance most readily meant to a
freshly arrived colonist was dinner. Learning quickly from the examples of the Native Americans,
the first settlers shot venison, hunted geese, snared possum, trapped pigeons, harvested
oysters, fished for cod, and did almost anything else they could to enjoy the tasty multitude of
creatures they encountered on their new continent.While at first it may have been more
convenient for our forefathers to step out on their colonial back porches and shoot something for
dinner, living solely off the bounty of the land was just not the European way. That was the
unseemly practice of the indigenous, those “savages” who “[ran] over the grass,” leaving “the
land untilled” and “the cattle not settled.”31 Since the majority of early settlers were English, their
idea of a civilized society instead involved large numbers of the cows and pigs and sheep that
ruled the pastures back in the British Isles.These larger domestic animals were brought over
soon after the first waves of settlement in the Americas. Much like the chicken, they thrived in the
New World. By the time the English arrived in the seventeenth century, swarms of longhorn cattle
already overran the Caribbean32 and the islands were covered, as one Spanish explorer wrote,
with “more pigs than I ever saw before in my life.”33 The same multiplication happened on the
continent as well, with the bovine population of the Massachusetts Bay Colony booming to
fifteen hundred head in just three years34 and the three sows brought over to Jamestown in
1607 multiplying to over sixty pigs in just eighteen months.35In addition to providing farmers with
draft animals, and chickens with manure to gleefully rifle through, what this incredible plenty of
larger domesticated animals most readily afforded early Americans was an opportunity to
regularly gorge themselves on their favorite traditional meats. While the lower classes back
home in Europe were fortunate to see meat once or twice a week, in the colonies “[e]ven in the
humblest or poorest houses, no meals are served without a meat course.”36 Per capita meat
consumption for the white male topped nearly 200 pounds during this period and even those
much lower on the social totem pole demanded meat every day.The domesticated meats that
the colonists ate and preferred were largely dependent on geography and class. New
Englanders, who clung desperately to their Englishness, preferred to own and eat a lot of
beef.37 Cattle has long had a tremendous value in Western society—it is thought to be one of
the possible origins of the economic term capital38—and New Englanders treasured it so much
that in some parts of the region taxes were “paid in beef.”39For its part, the British government
was in full support of spreading and maintaining a love of cows in the colonies, so much so that
in 1656 the House of Burgesses initiated a program that gave a cow to indigenous Americans
who brought their representatives eight wolf heads. Besides aiding in the important task of
protecting British colonial bovines from wolves, it was believed that giving native peoples a cow
”will be a step to civilizing them and to making them Christians.”40Although beef was preferred,
colonial New Englanders did reluctantly dine on a considerable quantity of pork, particularly
during the winter. This was a result of the pig’s incredible adaptability, which allowed it to out-
multiply both the chicken and the cow until its numbers in the colonies, as one seventeenth-



century Virginian remarked, did “swarm like Vermaine upon the Earth.”41The further south one
traveled, however, the looser the grip of English culture became. Although Southerners tended
to still defer to the traditional English table, their suppers were infused with the Spanish, the
French, and the African food traditions that had taken up roots in the region as well. In this
culinary melting pot, instead of chicken, it was almost always “pork upon pork and pork upon
that,”42 from the daily rations of salt pork and corn given to slaves to the fine tables of
Williamsburg, where “scarcely a Virginian lady” breakfasted without “a plate of cold ham.”43 This
abundance of hogs was for practical reasons as well as culinary ones; the warmer climate of the
American South meant salting and preserving meat was of a matter of greater urgency, and pig
flesh is one of the easiest (and tastiest) to cure.It is because of all of this savory aged pork and
thinly sliced beef that the chicken pie was a rare dinnertime dish for an early colonist. And yet
still, the chicken had an important role to play at times in the American diet. Even the Founding
Fathers got sick on occasion, and it seems for much of history, many have believed that nothing
has been better for an ailing body and soul than a hearty bowl of chicken soup.Apparently early
American chicken pies could be sweet as well as savory.A SWEET CHICKEN PIEBreak the
bones of four chickens, then cut them into small pieces, season them highly with mace,
cinnamon, and salt; have four yolks of eggs boiled hard and quartered, and five artichoke
bottoms, eight ounces of raisins of the sun stoned, eight ounces of preserved citron, lemon and
erigo roots, of each alike; eight ounces of marrow; four slices of rinded lemon, eight ounces of
currants, fifty balls of forced-meat, made as for umble pie; put in all, one with the other, but first
butter the bottom of the pie, and put in a pound of fresh butter on the top lid, and bake it; then put
in a pint of white wine mixed with a little sack, and if you will the juice of two oranges, sweeting to
your taste. Make it boil, and thicken it with the yolks of two eggs; put it to the pie when both are
very hot, and serve it up.—Susannah Carter, The Frugal Housewife,
1803___________* Lucainian sausage is a type of smoked blood sausage popular among the
Romans.† Origany is a wild type of marjoram.CHAPTER TWOA Healing BrothSOUP OF ANY
KIND OF OLD FOWLThe only way in which they are eatablePut the fowls in a coop and feed
them moderately for a fortnight; kill one and cleanse it, cut off the legs and wings, and separate
the breast from the ribs, which, together with the whole back, must be thrown away, being gross
and strong for use. Take the skin and fat from the parts cut off which are also gross. Wash the
pieces nicely, and put them on the fire with about a pound of bacon, a large onion chopped
small, some pepper and salt, a few blades of mace, a handful of parsley, cut up very fine, and
two quarts of water, if it be a common fowl . . . Boil it gently for three hours, tie up a small bunch
of thyme, and let it boil in it half an hour, then take it out. Thicken your soup with a large spoonful
of butter rubbed into two of flour, the yolks of two eggs, and half a pint of milk. Be careful not to
let it curdle in the soup.—Mrs. Mary Randolph, The Virginia Housewife or,Methodical Cook,
1824By the time President William Henry Harrison undertook his record-breaking hour and forty-
five minute long inaugural address on that fateful cold and rainy day in March of 1841, the United
States had firmly moved on from the days of Amelia Simmons’s revolutionary chicken pies. The



country was already on its ninth president, was about to begin its third major war, and had
recently acquired its twenty-sixth state.Harrison, of course, holds the illustrious accomplishment
of being the president with the shortest time in office, dying just thirty-two days into his term of
what his doctor termed “pneumonia” but what was more likely typhoid fever caught from the
nearby Washington, D.C. swamps.1 Like the Pilgrims who nursed an ailing Wampanoag
tribesman back to health, Harrison’s physician most likely spoon-fed the dying President
generous portions of chicken broth. Such was an integral part of the standard prescription for
any sort of nineteenth-century cough, almost always coupled with the most popular remedy of
“rest.”2President Harrison was not the only one to have need of chicken soup while in the White
House. After a disgruntled job applicant shot him at a train station in 1881, President James A.
Garfield’s doctor provided the ailing American leader chicken soup on his sick bed.3 Garfield
died some weeks later. Following President McKinley’s own shooting by an anarchist in upstate
New York, among the politician’s last breakfasts was chicken broth and toast.4 He too died
some days later. Even when her husband James was healthy, Dolley Madison insisted on
serving chicken and okra soup at regular social occasions during his presidency, eventually
making even Martha Washington a fan of the concoction.5 It appears the United States, in
sickness and in health, owes a great deal to a chicken’s bones in broth.Chicken soup’s use as a
panacea in this way has been around since at least the twelfth century, when the famed Jewish
physician Maimonides suggested those suffering from everything from asthma to leprosy should
sip what is now nicknamed “Jewish Penicillin.”6 Even before then, the Ancients had long used
the chicken as a veritable clucking pharmacy. Roman scholar Pliny the Elder believed chicken
soup could cure dysentery while Roman physician Marcellus Empiricus believed hens’ brains
could stop nose bleeds and that the bird’s excrement was a cure for boils.7 But as a mild soup,
the bird was at its best, prescribed even across ancient Persia and the medieval Arab world as a
cure-all.8The English too embraced the healing power of this medicinal broth, although they
used it more often to help a weak stomach than to cure a common cold.9 The difference among
the English, however, was that although they may have recognized the chicken as a valid food
source, chicken was not an everyday food. It was widely believed well up until the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries that chickens are better for sick men than healthy ones, and that, as
one popular health manual declared, “unlesse a man after eating of it, use extraordinary
exercise, it will do him more hurt then good.”10CHYKENNS IN CAWDELTake chikenns and boile
hem in gode broth and ramme hem up. penne take zolks of ayrenn and pe broth and alye it
togedre. do perto powdour of ginger and sugur ynowh safroun and salt. and set it ouere the fyre
withoute boyllyng. and serue the Chykenns hole oper ybroke and lay pe sowe
onowardCHICKEN SOUPTake chickens and boil them in good broth and press them close
together. Then take egg yolks and the broth and mix it together. Add powder of ginger and
enough sugar, saffron, and salt; and set it over the fire without boiling; and serve the chickens
whole or divided and pour wine on top.—The Chief Master Cooks of King Richard II, The Forme
of Cury, c. 1390What instead was meant to be eaten on daily terms by the British was beef. Lots



of beef. “The climate makes them terrible and bold,” proudly penned the English poet Daniel
Defoe in 1703, “and English beefe their courage does uphold.”11 Even before Defoe, the Isles’
great passion for meaty bovines had been well documented by history. Since the age of Caesar,
it has been widely held that cattle was the true source of the country’s wealth and the inhabitants
of the British Isles were long renowned throughout Europe as the “beef-eating, beer-drinking
Britons.”12The love of beef was readily transferred over to the New World as the English
colonists, scared, cold, and alone in strange new lands, tried to replicate, as best they could,
their beloved dinner tables from back home. This was why the early English settlers of New
England revered beef above all and explains, to some extent, why chicken for them was a food
of last resort.But unraveling how the meat of cows came to be the preferred meat of the English-
speaking world, like solving any riddle of a culture’s food preferences, is no easy task. At its most
basic origins at least, it can be deduced that this love of beef is to a large extent ecological.
Eating a lot of meat, as opposed to eating a lot of plants, tends to occur in places with low
population densities on large areas of land that are either not used or unsuitable for other crops.
The windswept plains of ancient Great Britain and much of northern Europe easily met these
requirements. With a geography well suited for meat making, the British readily developed a
fondness for meat eating.An eating preference bluntly described by the predominantly plant-
eating Romans as “barbaric,” the meat-heavy diet of the North was further proof of the inferiority
of these peoples and therefore that Caesar should continue his quest to conquer them. To the
Italians, the northern “flesh devourers” were “much more stupid than the southern” and those
that “feed much on plants” were “more acute, subtil [sic.], and of deeper penetration.”13 And
while the Romans may have been smart, the carnivorous Britons were undoubtedly strong.
Perhaps this is why the Roman Empire eventually gave up their conquest of England and just
built a wall; after all, as one Englishman claimed around the time of the American Revolution,
“you find more courage among men who eat their fill of flesh than among those who make shift
with lighter foods.”14While the medieval British diet may have contrasted heavily with that of
ancient Rome, the inclination to excessively feast was certainly shared. The English nobility
religiously followed God’s words to Noah that “everything that lives and moves will be food for
you” and overloaded their groaning tables with whole carcasses of beasts and game birds. One
dead pheasant quickly led to another, and soon the competition for throwing a bigger and better
feast became the original dinner party war, a culture of one-upmanship that caused King Edward
II to issue a decree in 1283 to restrain “the outrageous and excessive multitude of meats and
dishes which the great men of the kingdom used in their castles, and by persons of inferior rank
imitating their example beyond what their stations required.”15 What their stations required were
specific kinds of meat, the choice cuts going to the rich while the “umbles,” typically the entrails
of a deer, went to the poor. If you were relegated to eat this “humble pie” at a medieval banquet,
you could deduce what your host thought of you and your place in the social order.On a daily
basis, early English food preferences were regulated less by royal decrees and more by a
concept of healthy eating known as Galenism. Galen, the father of Galenism, wasn’t an



Englishman, nor was he even a citizen of the medieval world. Aelius Galenus, or Galen of
Pergamon, was a prominent Greek physician and philosopher in the second century A.D. A
skilled surgeon and contemporary to the likes of Hippocrates, Galen was also a prolific writer on
the subjects of health and sickness of the human body. (So prolific in fact, some historians
attribute his lasting influence to the fact that he wrote so much, not necessarily because he
wrote so well.) Spreading rapidly from Ancient Greece, through the Arabs and the Italians,
Galenic ideas eventually came to dominate Western medicine for almost 1,300 years after
Galen’s demise.Galenism as a concept of health was built around an idea called “humoral
theory,” which claimed that the human body was made up of four basic essences known as the
four humors, or temperaments. These temperaments were choler, blood, phlegm, and black bile,
each consisting of a different combination of the essential characteristics found in nature: hot,
cold, moist, and dry. (Blood was considered hot and moist, phlegm moist and cold, choler hot
and dry, while black bile was cold and dry.)16To maintain health and vigor, an individual strove to
balance their humors, which they largely did through cooking and eating. Foods, like human
bodies, were believed to have these same essential qualities; sugar, for instance, was
considered to be hot while salt was hot and dry. If your temperament was choleric, your body
had extra choler and you would gravitate toward eating foods as hot and dry as you were, mainly
fried or spicy things, to keep healthy. As a phlegmatic person, by contrast, you were believed to
crave the cold moisture of sweets and dairy products that matched your specific temperament.
The way a food was cooked also affected its health value; boiled mutton was considered to be
bad for phlegmatic persons while roasted baby goat was better for the young and hot than for
the old and cold.17It is from this way of understanding the body that the medieval English
derived their now famous aversion to raw fruits and vegetables, and their great love of pies.
Under Galenism, these edible plants were typically considered cold and moist, two traits that
would certainly harm the warm body when eaten too much. Anyone who chose to eat fruit, wrote
one seventeenth-century health guru, did so “more for wantonnesse then for any nutritive or
necessary good which they bring unto us.”18 In order to avoid harming a great many eaters, the
majority of old British recipes call instead for cooked fruits and vegetables in the many
delectable varieties of baked tarts that came to characterize English cuisine. These spilled over
into the New World and quickly became as American as Amelia Simmons’s chicken pies.The
body’s ability to absorb the cold and moist or hot and dry characteristics of its food was
particularly potent when one ate animals. The English believed the blood of the animals, also
part of Galen’s universal system, “doth not only contain the Spirits, but the very Humour,
Dispositions and Inclinations of the Creature.”19 Eating a cow provided an eater with a cow’s
humors, while eating a chicken provided a chicken’s humors. Individuals seeking certain traits
for themselves were thus recommended to eat certain meats, “as he that feeds on beefe is
strong; he that feeds on venison, is nimble.”20 And the more similar you were to the creature you
were eating, the more easily absorbed its characteristics were, meaning land-living cows and
pigs were better for a healthy dinner than flying birds or sea-dwelling fish.21It was from



Galenism then that the chicken received its early reputation among the English of being a food
better for a sick man than a healthy one.22 Aside from the occasional English stomach ache,
chicken’s popularity was also not helped by the fact that these early Europeans literally thought
that you are what you eat, and since the time of Shakespeare the English have equated cowards
with chickens. The act of soldiers fleeing a battlefield in the Bard’s tragedy Cymbeline is
described to the audience as, “forthwith they fly chickens.”23The chicken too, more specifically
the rooster, was also the national symbol of France, England’s biggest rival. During the Roman
Era, by some linguistic twist of fate, the Latin word for Rooster, “gallus,” was the same name the
Empire gave to “a man of Gaul.” Although historically used as a taunt by France’s enemies, the
symbol of the Gallic cock made a marked resurgence as a Christian symbol during the French
Revolution in the eighteenth century. Whether or not it was adopted out of an ancient sense of
irony, the Gallic rooster is still held as the French national symbol today, an icon celebrated more
often than not with a feast of roast chicken or a generous helping of coq au vin.24From this
popular English understanding of the bird, as a symbol of cowardice (and of the Gallic French),
chicken was not something a proud Englishman wished to become, and therefore not something
that he wished to eat. “No soldier can fight unless he is properly fed on beef and beer,”25
claimed instead one famed military leader in 1704. Plump capons, castrated roosters whose
lack of sexual organs cause raging hormones and gargantuan growth, were actually the only
form of chicken believed to provide any form of good sustenance.26 According to one manual,
“hennes in winter” got close to the capon, but still “they do not make so stronge
nouryshement.”27 This aversion to chicken was bolstered by the fact that the well-bred Roman
fowl was a long-forgotten memory of agricultural history, which meant early English chickens, the
ancestors of the early American mongrel birds, were scrawny and decidedly not
delectable.What this all entailed was that chicken was simply not “a meat.” In its earliest
recorded definition, “meat” was in fact not used to specify animal flesh. According to the Oxford
English Dictionary, the term “meat” originally meant primarily “food, as nourishment for people
and fodder for animals,” and secondarily “a fundamental, core, or customary requirement.” This
is the origin of the word “nutmeat” and why, when you read the 1611 King James Bible, God tells
Adam and Eve that he has “given [them] every green herb for meat.” The cultural preference
toward what is now considered meat eating necessarily caused “required foods” to become “the
flesh of animals used as food” starting in the fourteenth century.But chicken was not a required
food; it was only for sick men and those of weak constitutions. As an early English health manual
explains, “there are two sorts of flesh, the one four-footed, and the other that of Fowle,”28 with
only the former being considered “butcher’s meat.” The distinct category of fowl to which chicken
belonged stood just above the less nourishing “white meats” of the poor, namely chicken eggs,
cheese, milk, butter, and other dairy products. The early chicken found itself in a strange
predicament—it was considered an animal food outside of meat, a somewhat nourishing flesh
that was in no way desirable to eat.What was required eating for the British however was all this
beef, conveniently supported by Galenism. “Yong beefe . . . is natural meat for men of strong



constitutions”29 and it “bringeth more strong nourishment than other meats,” as “may plainely be
perceived, by the difference of strength in those that commonly feed of beefe, and them that are
fed with other fine meats.”30 If such reaffirming praise wasn’t enough, the Yeoman Warders,
better known as “Beefeaters,” have stood guard at the Royal Palace and the Tower of London
since their founding by King Henry VII in 1485, being fed as much as two pounds of meat per
day and serving as symbolic watchmen of the realm. The English were a strong people and so
they consumed beef; the English consumed beef and so they were strong.As beef “is a good
meate for an Englyssheman,”31 beef was also a good meat for an English colonist newly minted
as a citizen of the United States. Where the English had their national symbol of John Bull, the
people of the United States had Uncle Sam, a national symbol also born out of a great fondness
of meat. During the War of 1812, as one version of the legend goes, a meat packer by the name
of Samuel Wilson sent barrels of pork and beef marked “U.S.” to the troops stationed along the
Canadian border. In gratitude toward these shipments, troops began joking that these barrels
were gifts from “Uncle Sam.” The symbol became so widespread so rapidly that by 1813, less
than a year after Samuel Wilson began his meat deliveries, an army recruiting poster
proclaimed, “If Uncle Sam Needs, I’ll be Glad to Assist Him.”32 One nation, under God,
indivisible, with salt pork and roast beef for allThis pork that Uncle Sam was peddling was a bit
of a healthy eating conundrum for both American and English eaters, as has always been the
case with the pig. While the rich and the warriors wallowed in beef (and mutton as well, which
was plentiful only in England thanks to productive woolen industries that never managed to take
off in the American colonies),33 the lower classes of England consumed much less of these
meats, and much less meat in general, hence their great excitement at the meaty bounty of the
New World. The butcher’s meat dined upon by the middling classes in England was typically
pork. As a four-footed beast that lived its life on land, the hog fared quite well in Galenism’s
nutritive assessments. In fact, “above all kinds of flesh in nourishing the body,” declares a
sixteenth-century health manual, “Galen most commends pork.”34Like in the Americas, in Great
Britain the pig’s incredible ability to quickly gain weight with little to no human care also made its
economic appeal undeniable. This was particularly true for members of the lower classes,
whose diets regularly consisted of large amounts of bacon and salt pork. But the fact that the
poor could afford ham was reason enough for the rich to avoid it. As one eighteenth-century
English agriculturalist admits “[the pig] is one of the most profitable that an inhabitant of the
country can rear,” but he goes on to declare that “of all the quadrupeds that we know . . . the Hog
appears to be the foulest,” in that “all its ways are gross” and “all its inclinations are filthy.” It
should therefore not be eaten if at all possible.35 Such derision at the pig’s natural proclivities,
some historians claim, may also be part of the origin of the Halal and Kosher bans of pork in
Islam and Judaism.36More than just being considered disgusting, the pig was also the smartest
animal raised for its meat, making it one of the largest nuisances of the Middle Ages. During this
era of legal history, animals could be persecuted for their wrongdoings alongside their human
counterparts. Too smart for their own good, and with a voracious appetite for anything, swine



accounted for half of all recorded animal executions in medieval Europe. In 1379, for example, a
group of pigs was convicted of murder for trampling the son of a sow-herd, and in 1567 a sow
was publicly executed for devouring a four-month old girl. As animals conveyed their traits
through their flesh, pork might have been nourishing but it also “hurteth them that be subject to
the Gout and Sciatica, and annoyeth old men, and idle persons.”37Not one to stray far from its
roots, the pig continued on with its legal troubles after it crossed the Atlantic. Left to roam
throughout the American woods just like the chicken, that is “without any Care of the Owners,”38
pigs rooted up farms, destroyed crops, and generally sowed discord among the early colonists.
In an attempt to control these wayward beasts, a Massachusetts court declared in 1633 that “it
shall be lawfull for any man to kill any swine that comes into his corne.” By 1635 the colony had
established animal pounds to house the growing multitude of feral hogs, but by 1636 the pig
problem had become so bad that it became legal “for any man to take them, either alive or dead,
as hee may.”39With the continuation of the pig’s disruptiveness came the continuation of the
negative characterization of those who enjoyed it. Although rich seventeenth-century Virginia
planter William Byrd often dined upon fried pork, he remarked that the poor residents he
encountered on a journey through the backcountry of Carolina dined “so much upon swine’s
flesh” he felt it made them “extremely hoggish in their temper, and many of them seem to grunt
rather than speak in their ordinary conversation.”40 The same rhetoric was regularly used to
describe poor American blacks, whose poverty led them to eat pork more often. As one
American doctor wrote, the pig was “peculiarly appropriate for negroes on account of their habits
of life.”41These superior and inferior categorizations of animal foods in the British Empire were
not only matters of class but also of gender as well for both man and beast. According to yet
another old English health manual, “certainly that of the male, doth far excel the flesh of the
female” for eating, “as for example: the Oxe flesh is better then [sic.] the Cowes flesh.”42 Women
and their proper nourishment are rarely mentioned in early English dietary regimens. When they
are, the emphasis is on a woman’s overwhelmingly weak constitution and the resulting need to
avoid foods that might harm it. If a woman is pregnant, a fifteenth-century medical treatise warns
her to avoid the strength and salaciousness of “Bull’s flesh or ram’s or buck’s or boar’s or cock’s
or gander’s,” as they were a direct threat to both her health and that of her unborn
child.43Chicken and “white meats” therefore became the foods of women and the poor (and
even sometimes simply the “bookish”44), while the blood and strength of the red meats were
meant for rich and powerful men. These ideals that you are what you eat, or rather you should
eat what you are, have infused themselves into our cultural psyche and linger on into the
present, even after five hundred years of culinary and social change. Today, after all, attractive
young “chicks” are supposed to enjoy their dainty chicken Caesar salads while hunky “beefcake”
men should chow down on giant bloodied steaks.As it turns out at the end of this long
explanation of medieval dietary regimens, Galenism wasn’t actually that good as a model of
medicine. In fact, it missed a great many physiological truths about the human form, the most
damning of which was the absence of any explanation of the circulation of blood in the body.



When the English physician William Harvey discovered this important facet of human physiology
in 1628 he dealt Galenism a fatal blow from which it could not recover.45But the fall of Galenism
as a medical science was not the same as the fall of Galenism in its practical application.
Purging and leeching and puking and balancing the humors had made people feel better for
centuries and there was no reason to believe they would stop just because one man suddenly
knew about circulation.46The same was true for food and the ideas surrounding a balanced
diet.47 But unlike colonial farmers dealing with their chickens, the eating public desperately
wanted advice. When medicine had long consisted of purging and leeching and puking, eating
correctly was one of the few means one could really feel in control of one’s health.In England,
the first of many to fill the void left by the death of the ancient regimen was George Cheyne, an
obese Scottish physician who revolutionized the diet book genre in the early eighteenth century
with his “milk and seed diet.” Key to his guidelines was a message of abstention from meat. Such
temperance in eating, Cheyne claimed, had helped him to shed excess weight and regain his
health. Despite (or perhaps because of) their heavy contrast to English meaty ideals, Cheyne’s
diet books were among the most popular in British history.48The United States, a century later
and just as President Harrison was slurping his last cup of soup, experienced its own efforts at
dietary reform led by a doctor named William Alcott and a minister known as Sylvester Graham.
While these men would go on to lead the first eating advocacy movements in American history,
their efforts didn’t begin with food. Colleagues in conviction, the pair blusteringly and
belligerently railed upon all the sinful ways of the American populace throughout the 1830s and
1840s. Alcott declared vehemently against procrastination, under whose reign “every thing in
human character goes to wreck”49 and against courtship that was too free and conversation
“which is too exciting.”50 Supported by his cult of followers known as “Grahamites,” Graham
urged the populace to abstain from alcohol and to avoid masturbation at all costs.51 The
stimulation of the brain during such acts of self-affection was even greater than during natural
arousal, he claimed, leading men and women to inevitably go insane.Influenced by each other,
both Graham and Alcott together came to the conclusion that the true source of America’s decay
was its diet. Side by side with his propensity for lecturing women about their chastity and feeding
people his so-called whole wheat “Graham Crackers,” like Cheyne, Sylvester Graham eventually
set his reforming sights on the meat course. At this time, while continental Europeans were
blown away by the meat-eating of the British in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, with
“more flesh spent in two or three months in London”52 than in an entire year in Venice, the
nineteenth-century English were flabbergasted at the meat put away by US citizens. Describing
an American town to a European audience during the mid–nineteenth century, English writer
Anthony Trollope claimed, “A population in America would consume double the amount of beef
which it would in England.”53Such was unacceptable to the reformers. “Flesh-eating,” Graham
declared, “impairs the intellectual and moral faculties, and increases the influence of the carnal
nature of man over his mental and moral nature.”54 You are what you eat after all, and the United
States was viciously dragging itself into bestial damnation with every morsel of meat it shoved



into its mouth. Particularly bad was still pork, which Alcott held to be “one of the worst things that
ever entered a human stomach” and was the one true cause of leprosy.55 Although still not a
meat, our favorite bird did not escape the attacks of the reformers either; according to Graham,
cholera was, without doubt, caused by “chicken pie and excessive lewdness.”56 The only option
for salvation from all of these food-borne ills was therefore abstaining from flesh. A vegetable
system, Alcott wrote, was clearly the only way to “advance the happiness of all.”57Unfortunately
for these reformers, raging against the meat with no guiding health principle besides “morality”
was a decidedly uphill battle. Thanks to the opening of the Great Plains and the rise of large
industrial meat-packing complexes in the Midwest by the mid–nineteenth century, pork and beef
were growing cheaper and more abundant by the day. And while Galenism might have been
dead by the time of Alcott and Graham’s reforms, a more universal dietary truth may well be the
fact that nothing angers a meat-eater more than a self-righteous vegetarian.Although the
American public desperately wanted dietary advice, still in limbo from the loss of their ancestors’
eating practices, abstaining from eating animals was clearly not the advice they wanted to hear.
Outside of his parishoners, Graham often had difficulty in speaking throughout New England
due to the angry mobs of butchers and bakers that showed up at his events.58 Even the
reformers acknowledged the difficulties they faced in their campaign to improve American eating
habits. Alcott himself admitted that his admired colleague Sylvester Graham was “more
successful in obtaining disciples than in keeping them.” After all, Alcott believed, “mankind were
too strongly wedded to their lusts,” primarily a love of meat, “to yield them up entirely and
forever.”59William Alcott published his own vegetable-based cookbook in 1846 and,
unsurprisingly, it contains no chicken recipes. Conceding that “since people will continue for
some time to use animal food,” he does provide instructions on cooking an egg, which is one of
the animal foods Alcott deems “least objectionable.”“EGGS”Eggs are almost entirely pure
nutriment, and when not cooked too much, are easy of digestion. When over-done, however,
they are exceedingly difficult of digestion, especially their white or aluminous part. The last
coagulates at about 160° of Fahrenheit’s thermometer; and when once coagulated, is no longer
soluble by the gastric juice. It is also said by some that when hard boiled, they tend to
constipation of the bowels; whereas when very slightly boiled, they are known to be laxative.This
last is the state in which we ought to eat eggs, if we eat them at all. Some suppose they are best
raw; but this going to the other extreme. They should be boiled just long enough to coagulate
slightly the greater part of the white, while the yolk still retains its fluidity.—William Alcott, The
Young House-Keeper, 1846CHAPTER THREEThe General Chicken MerchantsSOUTHERN
FRIED CHICKENPut in frying pan equal parts of lard and butter; roll the pieces of chicken in
cracker dust and dip in egg then dust them again; drop in boiling fat and dry brown. Mince
parsley and put in the gravy with a cup or cream.FRIED CHICKEN AND TOMATOESFry chicken
in boiling lard; when done, put in sliced tomatoes and fry; take up; season with salt, pepper and
a little sugar.—Union Recorder, Milledgeville, Georgia, August 9, 1887Things were heating up in
Washington, D.C. in the summer of 1861. The first shots of the Civil War had been fired at Fort



Sumter in April, and by May Yankee troops began amassing around the northern capital. “On to
Richmond!” the headlines shouted and the Union leadership complied. By mid-July some
35,000 enlisted men found themselves packed tightly into railroad cars to be shipped south to
fight.The going was slow and the summer was hot. Tempers flared and squabbles readily broke
out among the undisciplined and nervous young men as the locomotives wound out of the city.
The Battle of Bull Run, the first skirmish of the Civil War, had already been announced and was
just days ahead of them. Sweaty, tired, and scared, when these hungry Yankee troops arrived at
the Gordonsville, Virginia railway station the aromas that greeted them must have seemed
nothing short of heavenly. As their trains hissed to a stop, just outside their windows were a
handful of African American women who held up trays loaded with coffee, freshly made pies,
and crispy fried chicken.Long before the Civil War, Gordonsville had always been a small town at
the crossroads of American history. It started as just a single tavern at the intersection of the two
main highways of colonial Virginia. George Washington, Thomas Jefferson, and James Monroe
were among the ranks of the travelers who stopped in for hard cider and glad tidings of the new
nation they were building. A post office, a blacksmith, and a mercantile shop soon joined the
tavern, followed later by the railroads, shipments of produce, and prosperity.The fried chicken
and pie came not long after. Black citizens vending foods in this way was a common occurrence
in the South even before the Civil War and Emancipation. With the permission of their masters,
slaves would take to the roadsides in town and country alike to sell their delicious wares to
hungry travelers and earn themselves a small income. The practice was so common that one
visitor could not help but remark as early as 1779 that, “I know already that chickens or other
fresh meat can’t be had but in exchange” with the “Negroes who are the general chicken
merchants.”1All roads in the Old Dominion led to Gordonsville, making it the center of the
universe for culinary-minded African Americans. This was particularly true after the state’s two
main rail lines finally met in the town in the 1850s. The locomotives would pull in and the women
would hold their trays of piping-hot fried chicken up to the windows, letting passengers pick and
choose what part of the bird they wanted—five cents for a back, ten cents for a wing, fifteen
cents for a leg or a breast.2 (The legs were always the best sellers.3)The food wasn’t just cheap
and convenient—it was delicious too. “The eating houses on the railways in the South are,
almost without exception, abominable,” wrote one Yankee making his way from Washington to
Mobile, Alabama via train in 1868. “It took me several days to learn the secret,” he continues,
“but I found at last that the surest way of satisfying the appetite, and also the cheapest, is to
patronize the colored women who throng around the cars at the principal stations with nicely
cooked chicken, eggs, and sometimes hot coffee.”4Serving up tasty fried chicken—crispy on the
outside, juicy on the inside—to the thousands upon thousands of troops and increasing
numbers of civilians who would eventually pass through Gordonsville during the Civil War was
no easy feat. Although it has long been one of America’s favorite ways to eat chicken, making
fried chicken from scratch every day is an incredibly laborious process. First the chicken must be
properly killed, either with an ax to the neck or a knife to the brain, and then properly plucked



while still warm, with the extra feathers carefully singed off, and then properly dressed and then
correctly butchered.For those who haven’t had the opportunity to butcher a chicken themselves,
it’s a very delicate and gruesome task. As a nineteenth-century ladies’ magazine details, first,
“cut off the feet where they join the fleshy part of the leg,” then “put a slit just through the skin and
take out the crop and windpipe, breaking the latter off at the end and cutting the gullet off as far
down as possible,” then “make the usual opening from the breastbone to the vent and around it,
cutting through the fat but not into the intestines,” among other steps that include emptying the
insides, removing the gizzard, and clearing the carcass of as much fat as possible.5 Only from
there, the cooking can begin: brining the meat, rolling it in breading, and then dropping it into
glistening hot oil. Because of this intensive preparation involved for relatively little food, many
African American serving women in the period after Emancipation often refused to cook chicken
for their employers.6 (Many white homemakers without serving women did the same.)There are
many twists on the classic Southern fried chicken recipe, be it buttermilk-brined, cayenne-
breaded, or double fried in pork fat. All such interpretations however can be traced back to the
two original schools of preparing the dish: Virginia Fried Chicken and Maryland Fried
Chicken.Mrs. Mary Randolph, the original white and middle-class star of Southern food, had a
particularly famous fried chicken recipe. Considered the earliest written example of Southern
Fried Chicken, this Richmond native ascribed to the Virginian technique of frying the bird in a
deep pot of what was typically bubbling hot lard. Her recipe was apparently so good that when
an enslaved blacksmith named Gabriel Prosser organized an ill-fated slave revolt in Richmond in
1800, he intended to make the very talented Mary Randolph his queen in his proposed republic,
presumably so she could make him this fried chicken every day.7At the same time, just across
the Potomac River in Maryland, cooks preferred instead to use a shallow cast-iron skillet, in
which the bird was pan-fried and then covered with a lid, meaning the meat was steamed as well
as crisped. Famed American gastronome James Beard once claimed, “there is no other
American chicken recipe quite so internationally famous as Chicken à la Maryland”8 (another
name for Maryland Fried Chicken), but both variations of the dish, modified in whatever way a
home cook thought best, obviously still tasted delicious when served with hot biscuits and
doused with a generous portion of cream gravy.FRIED CHICKENSCut them up as for the
fricassee, dredge them well with flour, sprinkle them with salt, put them into a good quantity of
boiling lard, and fry them a light brown; fry small pieces of mush and a quantity of parsley nicely
picked, to be served in the dish with the chickens; take half a pint of rich milk, add to it a small bit
of butter, with pepper, salt, and chopped parsley; stew it a little, and pour it over the chickens
and then garnish with the fried parsley.—Mrs. Mary Randolph, The Virginia Housewife,or
Methodical Cook, 1824Maryland Fried Chicken1 young chicken (3 lb.)4 tablespoons watersalt
and pepper1 cup fine bread crumbs1 cup flour¼ cup butter2 eggs, slightly beaten¼ cup pork
fatCut chicken in pieces for serving, wash and dry. Season with salt and pepper, roll in flour, dip
in slightly beaten eggs diluted with water, and roll in crumbs. Saute in butter and pork fat in
heavy frying pan until browned on all sides; cover and place in moderate oven (350° F) ½ to ¾



hour, or until tender. If chicken weighs more than 3 pounds, add ½ cup hot water to pan in oven.
Serve with cream gravy made from drippings in pan, substituting light cream for milk.To Make
Cream Gravy2 tablespoons meat drippings2 tablespoons flour1 cup light cream½ teaspoon
salt⅛ teaspoon pepperHeat meat drippings lightly and stir in flour; gradually stir in light cream,
and stir until mixture boils and thickens, then cook about 3 minutes longer, stirring occasionally;
add seasonings. Place over hot water to keep hot and cover tightly to prevent crust from forming.
Approximate yield: 1 cup sauce.—The New York Herald Tribune Home Institute,America’s Cook
Book, 1943Traced back far enough, fried chicken is part of the culinary traditions of Great
Britain, more specifically Scotland, where the bird was preferred battered and deep-fried in pig
fat. This came in heavy contrast to the dominant cooking techniques of the rest of the British
Isles, where meats were overwhelmingly enjoyed after being roasted for hours over a massive
fire. Such was considered the highest technique of British cuisine; in fact, it was once widely held
that “in comparison with other nations, the English are most commended for roasted
meates.”9This skill might have been natural to the people of England—“You may be made a
cook but you must be born a roaster,”10 declared famed French gastronome Jean Brillat-Savarin
—but they also used a multitude of innovations to enhance this culinary technique. Some
Englishmen and women preferred the wonders of mechanical engineering to aid in their
cooking, building weighted turning-jacks to continually rotate spits over their kitchen fires. Others
believed it was the labor of small, innocent creatures that best flavored their supper, forcing a
young child or a turnspit hound to continually turn their meats. This breed of dog, also known as
the “Vernepator Cur,” is now extinct, which is a pity, because it apparently had tremendous
culinary talent. As a 1536 treatise on dogs remarks, “A certain dog in kitchen service [is]
excellent. For when any meat is to be roasted they go into a wheel, which, they turning about
with the weight of their bodies so diligently look to their business that no drudge or scullion can
do the feat more cunningly.”11Even without kitchen dogs, the some 145,000 Scots that made
their way to the American South in the eighteenth century still managed to cook up platefuls of
golden, delicious fried chicken for their English brethren. The almost half a million enslaved
Africans forcibly taken to the United States also brought with them their own similar version of
the dish, coated in fiery chilies or smothered in zesty curries and fried crispy in searing palm oil.
In the Colonial South, where the enslaved were most often forced to be in charge of the
plantation kitchen, African traditions met Scottish palates and an American classic was born.The
birds that found themselves fried in this way for the street merchants’ trays or the plantation
supper tables were most often the slaves’ own. In the brutal system of slavery, slave rations were
almost never adequate to get a human being through a week of hard labor. When the salt pork
and corn were gone, hungry slaves were left to procure food in whatever ways they could, be it
through hunting or cultivating small gardens or often raiding their master’s stores.12In an effort
to protect the livestock of white people from hungry enslaved people, in 1741 the Carolinas
revised their slave code to make it illegal for slaves to own hogs, cattle, or horses.13 This statute
became the gold standard of slave codes, and was readily adopted by the rest of South.



Conveniently missing in the text of the law was the chicken; dunghill fowls were of so little value
to colonial landowners that they didn’t record them in their inventories after all. (Such an
allowance seems to be universal commandment of slave codes; in ancient Palestine Rabbis
forbade low-level workers to sell wool or milk but chicken and eggs were just fine.14)As a result,
yardbirds, as many in the South came to call chickens, moved into a place of increasing
importance for the enslaved African. Savvy entrepreneurs traded their chicken’s eggs, feathers,
and meat with their masters or became the chicken merchants that thronged the markets in
nearby towns. In some instances, slaves even earned enough money from selling these wares to
buy their own freedom (as curious as such a transaction may seem). In their small way, this
ingenuity marked the beginning of the bird’s transformation from a backyard scavenger into
today’s multi-billion-dollar industry, one that, as we will repeatedly see, was continually built on
the backs of the poor and the desperate.Although during slavery those in bondage were
understandably hesitant to eat their feathered opportunities, thus losing the eggs and income
their chickens were routinely providing, there’s still something apparently heavenly about how
chickens taste. And in many ways, the bird has always had a connection to the divine in the
African tradition. Just like the Romans, peoples in ancient West Africa went crazy for
cockfighting, and adopted the chicken for use in religious ceremonies. The Mande of Senegal
believed the bird had the gift of prophecy while the Yoruba of Nigeria came to believe that the
first chickens accompanied the god Obatala and together their scratching brought life upon the
Earth.15 In the racially mixed American South, the lowly chicken was elevated to the status of
the “Gospel Bird,” consciously chosen to be the crispy centerpiece of the religious social events
that dominated the Sunday afternoons of Southern blacks and whites alike.16But not all
Southern chickens wound up fried, even in Gordonsville. In 1862 the Army of Northern Virginia
commandeered Gordonsville’s famous Exchange Hotel for use as a medical facility, and over
70,000 wounded soldiers from both sides would eventually be treated there by the war’s end.17
All these sick and wounded men, of course, required a lot of chicken soup. Indeed, shipments of
chicken to the some 20,000 wounded following the Battle of Gettysburg amounted to one
thousand pounds a day in the weeks following the fight,18 where hospital cooks and doctors
boiled them into broth or steamed them into innocuous slabs of flesh for the sick, wounded, and
dying. The amount sent to Gordonsville over the course of the war was presumably even
greater.Knowing the demands of the infirmaries at the height of the conflict, and staying true to
their Galenic roots, the US War Department declared that the chickens obtained by the army
were not permitted “for the ordinary carnal uses,” but rather only for infirm soldiers and their
“hospital purposes.”19 Both the Union and Confederate governments instead aimed to keep
their beefy and manly soldiers fed with as much meat as they could afford, which was actually in
such small amounts, and was so difficult to keep fresh that it occasioned some of the biggest
complaints from the enlisted men.20 Even after it started to “rust” with mold, pork largely
sustained those fighting for the South while inedible salted beef and bread fed the northern
soldier.Getting enough food for soldiers during the conflict was not an easy task, however,



particularly on the Confederate side. It’s money, men, and food that win wars, and in the South
good things to eat grew increasingly scarce as the conflict raged on. With their economy largely
dependent on huge harvests of tobacco and the tufted outputs of King Cotton, even before the
Civil War the region had relied heavily on food imports from the increasingly productive
agricultural lands of the American Midwest. Northern blockades cut these shipments off and
Confederate government policies, which called for farmers to give all their “excess” food to the
army, virtually destroyed any incentive for farmers to produce more marketable food
surpluses.21 The thrift of current and former slaves at the helm of the camp stove kept troops
fed better than they would have otherwise, but hunger was still rampant. The Union, with their
Midwestern meatpacking cornucopia, were a bit better off, but still, “an army is a big thing,”
explained one Yankee officer in 1863, “and it takes a great many eatables and not a few
drinkables to carry it along.”22When the government didn’t provide, and generosity of the locals
was hard to come by, like hungry slaves, soldiers often resorted to theft to feed themselves. With
agricultural fields ravaged by battles and forests cleared of game, almost no Southern town
could keep a chicken or a cow for very long when either army was near. Of course, well-off
journalists writing from the safety of New York were appalled that “chicken roosts are invaded
without remorse by men who, previous to enlistment, would not have taken a pin’s worth from a
neighbor without permission,”23 but soldiers had bigger things to worry about than uppity
editorialists. Although theft was punished in both armies by flogging or public humiliation,
Yankees and Confederates still went out on regular “chicken stealing” expeditions as their
commanding officers turned a blind eye.While all these chicken thefts may have caused the
government a good deal of trouble after the end of the Civil War—angry Southerners who could
not have cared less about the life and death of their family’s dunghill fowls just months before
now petitioned endlessly for compensation for their lost birds that were “left defenseless by the
laws of war”24—even in times of peace, there never was quite as American a pastime as
chicken stealing. Hardly a week went by that the nineteenth-century media did not report on a
massive chicken heist or ring of chicken thieves operating in the vicinity of a municipality’s hen
flocks. Doctors, ministers, German factory workers, older women, chicken farmers, coyotes,
large frogs, Italian chefs, and even author Mark Twain25 were all among the ranks of those who
reportedly raided American chicken coops.The problem was that no matter who actually stole
the birds, the only group these charges stuck to was African Americans. Such a seeming
proclivity of the black race was part of what became known as the “The Great Chicken Question”
of the late nineteenth century. Great debates were held, editorials written, even professorships in
“Chicken Ethics” were endowed to understand why, as one essay put it, “in the breast of every
colored man,” there was “a mysterious, powerful, and ineradicable yearning for chickens.”26
Given the context of slavery, opportunity, and the celebratory “Gospel Bird,” it is understandable
that enslaved and free Africans flocked to chickens as a source of sustenance and economic
empowerment. But so too did rich and poor whites alike, groups that would continue to raise and
eat the chicken for decades to come. In the nineteenth century however, it was widely held, even



in the most educated circles of white America, that “were the negro to be wholly cut off from
chickens he would probably pine and die.”27So rampant was the belief that all blacks were fowl
addicts and uncontrollable chicken thieves that convictions were almost guaranteed in such
cases. Like their English forebears, Americans were unafraid of letting their livestock take the
stand and bear testimony in criminal proceedings. In 1876 a black woman in Virginia was
accused of stealing a chicken. As part of the prosecution, the mother of the chickens in question
was brought to court to see if she could identify those birds as her offspring. The biddy somehow
managed to convince those present, beyond a reasonable doubt, that she recognized that those
were indeed her progeny that were stolen. As a result of the hen’s testimony, the human
defendant received thirty-nine lashes.28Despite the racism inherent in these court proceedings,
of all groups in the United States, African Americans certainly had more reason to steal chickens
than most. Plantation slavery with its endless hours of hard labor was a life filled with misery and
hunger. This system, by its very construction, meant that the enslaved had few other options but
to steal livestock and poultry in order to survive. As one slave explained before the outbreak of
the Civil War, “. . . dey take all our labor, and steal our chil’ren, and we only take dare chicken.”29
The policies of much of the country in the post-slavery era, which kept African Americans largely
without the ability to find decent, well-paying work and even own property, didn’t offer much
improvement.Even as prominent African Americans were pressured to advocate for the end of
chicken thefts by blacks, attempts at this so-called “chicken reform” grew ever more violent as
each American with their own coop increasingly acquired a shotgun to defend it. A good portion
of chicken thieves that were caught raiding a hen house alive in American history quickly ended
up dead at the hands of a trigger-happy police officer or fowl vigilante.With the rising death toll
came the mounting public outrage. “It seems to be considered the right thing to do to shoot a
man caught stealing,” wrote one editorialist in 1874 after a chicken thief was killed in California,
“We have more anxiety in providing punishments for men who steal the almighty dollar than for
those who take a human life.”30 In New York, people pushed back too. “It is an awful thing to
think that a few fowls can outweigh a human life. It is frightful to see an armed officer of the law
recklessly shooting a paltry offender who hesitates, or even refuses, to be arrested.”31 The
response to this pacifism was equally harsh. “What diamonds are to one man chicken is to
another. . . . A dead thief is well disposed of, say I.”32 What’s more, “I can only say that I hope
more chicken thieves will be shot and killed. I also hope all sorts of thieves, burglars, thugs,
yeggmen, panhandlers, embezzlers, and other scum and vermin will be killed off.”33With
chickens steadily garnering higher prices among America’s growing urban populations by the
late nineteenth century, public policy seemed to follow the “chickens as diamonds” philosophy. If
an alleged chicken thief happened to survive, the punishments were harsh, up to life in prison for
some repeat offenders, a sentence most often given to African American.34 As the years rolled
on, government-sponsored sterilization programs were even launched in states like Oklahoma to
prevent these same degraded “chicken thieves” from reproducing. Under these racially charged
laws a three-time chicken thief would be castrated but a three-time embezzler would



not.35Today the cultural connection between African Americans and fried chicken is still a
difficult one, a cliché fraught with centuries of brutal violence and inequality perpetuated at the
dinner table and beyond. But the women of Gordonsville did not let such stereotypes get in the
way of their delicious endeavors. As the Civil War subsided and commercial train service
returned to the small Virginia town, Gordonsville’s waiter-carriers managed to keep visitors fed
and happy for decades to come. The period after Emancipation was a time of great confusion on
the role of newly freed African Americans and these Virginian women were admired not just for
their cooking but also for their entrepreneurship. Although little is known about their day-to-day
lives, what is remembered is how these vendors made work for themselves, supported their
families, and, as one historian put it, “built houses out of chicken legs.”36
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JonPittsburgh67, “Interesting and well researched but with an agenda.. "Tastes Like Chicken" is
a novel and interesting book just chocked full of well researched information of which nearly no
one is aware. Written with a breezy style, all these factoids are easily assimilated by the reader,
albeit along with the author's own agenda, which she takes some trouble to fit between the
facts. By her own admission a practicing vegetarian, she has always hated and avoided meat
since childhood, a startling admission indeed. In fact, I was never really able to get past her
"Fowl Introduction" where she shares this piece of information, which predisposed me to watch
for other "agenda" driven items throughout the book, and made these more easily discernable.
The sidebars included recipes were ancillary to the text and mostly unusable, from the 1800's -
interesting, sure, but not the way Americans cook today, so of little practical use. Do take note of
the last chapter where she relates the etiology of the animal-to-human influenza diseases,
particularly important given the Covid-19 pandemic currently spreading in the world today. The
book also speaks obliquely about the pork and beef industry, so there is actually a bit more here
than just about chickens So, three-and-a -half to four stars for the cleverness of the author and
her historically well researched information, but the semi-hidden agenda gave me pause (as a
meat-eating American) and knocks off at least one star for the attempt to extol and convince
about eating meatless. Vegetarians in the USA are about 5% of the population with just 3%
vegans, so Tyson Foods can still sleep well tonight.”

David Hubka, “Interesting history and little known facts. I enjoyed this book. It is an easy read,
but has a pretty well offered interesting of the chicken as a food source through history with
particular attention to the USA. It also delves into the issues surrounding conditions and health
of the animals in the industry today. While it could not convince me to not love chicken as a food,
it did give me some facts and opinions about the industry to ponder.”

Coinops, “Best commentary on Chickens. This seems to be an exclusive history of chickens.
Fascinating read for sure. Author sure did her research.”

Jimmy McPherson, “... book after hearing about it on NPR--and I am glad I did. I purchased this
book after hearing about it on NPR--and I am glad I did! Rude does an excellent job of telling the
story of chicken's rise to popularity, along with providing a number of chicken recipes throughout
the book that help to show the development of chicken within the culinary landscape. When I got
this book I was looking for something that would be a departure from the reading I do for work
(mostly historical/theological), and this indeed fit the bill... or should I say, beak?!? What I found
in the end was a most enjoyable read.”

Adrienne, “Five Stars. Thorough history of how chicken became one of the most common
sources of protein for the modern Western diet.”



Louise Radanovich, “Tastes Like Christmas. Bought as a gift.  The recipient was pleased.”

Neal Grasteit, “Four Stars. great gift for the man who has everything”

Olivia Pei, “A fascinating read that will keep you wanting to read .... A fascinating read that will
keep you wanting to read and read and read. Not only is this book truly informative, Rude's
writing style is riveting, witty, and compelling. If you are considering buying this book, stop
thinking and just buy it! You won't regret it.”

The book by Audrey Johns has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 25 people have provided feedback.
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